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Self-acceleration and instability of gravity wave
packets: 1. Effects of temporal localization
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1GATS Inc. Boulder Division, Boulder, Colorado, USA, 2Colorado Research Associates Division, NorthWest Research Associates,
Boulder, Colorado, USA, 3Department of Physical Sciences, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Daytona Beach, Florida, USA
Abstract An anelastic numerical model is used to explore the dynamics accompanying the attainment of
large amplitudes by gravity waves (GWs) that are localized in altitude and time. GW momentum transport
induces mean ﬂow variations accompanying a GW packet that grows exponentially with altitude, is localized
in altitude, and induces signiﬁcant GW phase speed, and phase, variations across the GW packet. These
variations arise because the GW occupies the region undergoing accelerations, with the induced phase
speed variations referred to as “self-acceleration.” Results presented here reveal that self-acceleration of a
GW packet localized in time and altitude ultimately leads to stalling of the vertical propagation of the GW
packet and accompanying two- and three-dimensional (2-D and 3-D) instabilities of the superposed GW
and mean motion ﬁeld. The altitudes at which these effects occur depend on the initial GW amplitude,
intrinsic frequency, and degree of localization in time and altitude. Larger amplitudes and higher intrinsic
frequencies yield strong self-acceleration effects at lower altitudes, while smaller amplitudes yield similar
effects at higher altitudes, provided the Reynolds number, Re, is sufﬁciently large. Three-dimensional
instabilities follow 2-D “self-acceleration instability” for sufﬁciently high Re. GW packets can also exhibit
self-acceleration dynamics at more than one altitude because of continued growth of the GW packet leading
edge above the previous self-acceleration event.
1. Introduction
Gravity waves (GWs) arise from various sources in the lower atmosphere, the most signiﬁcant of these being
convection, airﬂow over orography, frontal systems, and jet streams [e.g., Fritts and Nastrom, 1992; Fritts and
Alexander, 2003; Kim et al., 2003, and references therein]. Additional sources at higher altitudes include
auroral heating, nonlinear interactions, instability dynamics, and body forces due to local GW momentum
transport and dissipation [e.g., Mayr et al., 1990; Luo and Fritts, 1993; Hocke and Schlegel, 1996; Vadas and
Fritts, 2002, 2004; Fritts et al., 2002, 2009a, 2013]. Each source yields a spectrum of GW spatial scales and
intrinsic frequencies that depend on the source characteristics and the environment in which it occurs.
GWs arising from these various sources and maintaining sufﬁciently high intrinsic phase speeds and vertical
group velocities thereafter may propagate into the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) or higher
[Hocke and Schlegel, 1996; Mendillo et al., 1997; Oliver et al., 1997; Djuth et al., 1997, 2004; Innis et al., 2001;
Innis and Conde, 2002; Abdu et al., 2009; Vadas and Nicolls, 2009]. In such cases, GW amplitude growth with
increasing altitude can be dramatic, yielding amplitudes and momentum ﬂuxes (per unit density) that can
be several or many decades larger than near the GW source [e.g., Vadas, 2007; Fritts and Vadas, 2008; Fritts
and Lund, 2011, hereafter FL11]. These various dynamics have global implications extending into the thermo-
sphere [e.g., Oberheide et al., 2015; Yiğit and Medvedev, 2015], but their parameterizations in global models
remain simplistic at present [Kim et al., 2003].
The importance and roles of GWs in the MLT and higher in the thermosphere and ionosphere (TI) have
become increasingly recognized and quantiﬁed over the half century since the identiﬁcation of their signa-
tures in ionospheric irregularities by Hines [1960]. Indeed, we now understand many of their more signiﬁcant
effects in the MLT. However, our understanding of their TI effects is much more limited at present. Dynamical
effects in the MLT include the following: (1) GW breaking, interactions, instability, and turbulence leading
to GW dissipation and momentum ﬂux divergence [e.g., Lindzen, 1981; Fritts et al., 1988, 1993, 2002, 2009a,
2009b, 2013; Andreassen et al., 1998; Achatz, 2005, 2007; Horinouchi et al., 2002; Snively and Pasco, 2003;
Fruman et al., 2014]; (2) closure of the mesospheric jets at middle and high latitudes accompanying momen-
tum deposition and body forcing that oppose the zonal mean winds [e.g., Lindzen, 1981; Holton, 1982, 1983;
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Vincent and Reid, 1983; Garcia and Solomon, 1985; Tsuda et al., 1990; Gavrilov et al., 2000]; (3) an induced residual
circulation near themesopause, withmeanmeridional motions from the summer to thewinter hemisphere and
downward (upward) motions and warming (cooling) at high latitudes in winter (summer) [e.g., Haynes et al.,
1991; Nastrom et al., 1982; Garcia and Boville, 1994; Fritts and Alexander, 2003]; and (4) interactions with tides
and planetary waves having feedbacks on these motions and potentially mapping these structures to higher
altitudes [e.g., Walterscheid, 1981; Holton, 1984; Fritts and Vincent, 1987; Miyahara and Forbes, 1991; Wang
and Fritts, 1991; Lu and Fritts, 1993; McLandress and Ward, 1994; Smith, 1996; Meyer, 1999a, 1999b; Preusse
et al., 2001; Ortland and Alexander, 2006; Liu et al., 2008].
Based on the limited observational, theoretical, and modeling studies performed to date, GW responses and
dynamical effects in the TI are believed to include the following: (1) strong viscous damping of GWs in the
thermosphere, causing increases in characteristic scales with increasing altitude [e.g., Pitteway and Hines,
1963; Oliver et al., 1997; Vadas and Fritts, 2005; Fritts and Vadas, 2008; Yiğit and Medvedev, 2010; Heale et al.,
2014; Gavrilov and Kshevetskii, 2015]; (2) attainment of amplitudes that may become large and have implica-
tions for neutral and plasma dynamics at high altitudes [e.g., Hocke and Schlegel, 1996; Abdu et al., 2009; Vadas
and Liu, 2009]; (3) signiﬁcant momentum transport and deposition by primary GWs arising in the lower
atmosphere and secondary GWs generated at higher altitudes [e.g., Vadas and Fritts, 2002; Vadas, 2007;
Yiğit et al., 2008, 2009, 2014; Vadas and Liu, 2011, 2013]; and (4) generation of instabilities and turbulence
extending well into the thermosphere accompanying large GW amplitudes and momentum deposition
[e.g., Lund and Fritts, 2012, hereafter LF12].
Given the evidence for large amplitudes andmomentum ﬂuxes, and transience of large-scale GWs in the MLT
and TI, we expect that nonlinear effects, including transient responses and instabilities, must play signiﬁcant,
but largely unknown, roles in GW dynamics at these altitudes. Indeed, GWs exhibit interactions and instabilities
at small and large amplitudes that can cause large departures from linear behavior and inﬂuence the evolution
of the GW spectrum in altitude [e.g.,Whitham, 1965, 1974; Hasselmann, 1967; Grimshaw, 1975, 1977;Mied, 1976;
McComas and Bretherton, 1977; Lighthill, 1978; Yeh and Liu, 1981;Müller et al., 1986; Klostermeyer, 1991; Vanneste,
1995; Lombard and Riley, 1996; Sonmor and Klaassen, 1997; Sutherland, 1999, 2001, 2006a, 2006b; Dosser and
Sutherland, 2011].
Early studies of GWs that are localized in the vertical revealed various responses to transient GW momentum
transport. Dunkerton [1981] and Fritts and Dukerton [1984] showed that “self-acceleration” (hereafter SA, e.g.,
acceleration of the GW horizontal phase speed due to its residence in the region undergoing mean ﬂow
acceleration in the direction of GW propagation caused by transient momentum ﬂux divergence) can
increase the GW phase speed in the direction of GW propagation at the leading edge of a wave packet
(e.g., where the GW amplitude and momentum ﬂux (per unit density) increase rapidly at a given altitude),
enabling higher GW packet propagation in shear and penetration above an initial critical level. More recent
studies [e.g., Fritts et al., 1996] showed transient induced ﬂows in a mean shear to become permanent due to
dissipation and to enhance mean shears at the trailing edge of the wave packet. Sutherland [2001] employed
the Boussinesq ﬂuid equations to infer that a GW packet localized in the vertical will be unstable to overturn-
ing if the induced mean ﬂow exceeds the GW horizontal group velocity (e.g., “SA instability”) and that SA
effects can occur at small GW amplitudes if the intrinsic frequency is close to the buoyancy frequency, e.g.,
ωi> 0.82N. Sutherland [2006a] employed Boussinesq theory and modeling to show both (1) that GW packets
that are suitably localized vertically and have sufﬁciently high ωi become unstable to SA effects rather than
parametric instabilities and (2) that GW packets having λz0> 2
1/2λx (e.g., the GW with the largest vertical
group velocity for given horizontal wave number), where λz0 and λx are the initial vertical wavelength and
horizontal wavelength, will also exhibit modulational instabilities.
We expect SA dynamics to have important inﬂuences in the atmosphere and that density decreases with
altitude will accelerate leading edge effects for deep packets (e.g., packet widths greater than a scale height)
relative to a Boussinesq ﬂuid. Speciﬁcally, SA dynamics will depend on GW amplitude variations due to the
packet proﬁle and GW amplitude growth with altitude accompanying decreasing density. More generally,
GW packets that are localized in two or three dimensions must also exhibit SA dynamics, but their effects will
depend on the GW parameters and the degree and character of spatial localization of the GW packet.
Initial studies of these mean ﬂow interaction and instability dynamics for transient GWs in an idealized
atmosphere with density scale height H were performed by Dosser and Sutherland [2011], FL11, and LF12.
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These studies revealed that both localized GW packets and GWs approaching a constant amplitude at the
forcing level exhibit large mean ﬂow accelerations at higher altitudes that impact the GW structure and
dynamics thereafter. Dosser and Sutherland [2011] showed that anelastic GW packets are modulationally
unstable for λz0/λx> 2
1/2[1 + λx
2/(4πH)2]1/2 and examined the nonlinear evolutions of Gaussian GW packets
that were modulationally stable and unstable. The results showed that modulational instability causes
overturning below the altitude of overturning predicted by linear theory (i.e., zbreak), whereas modulational
stability causes GWs to penetrate to altitudes above zbreak prior to overturning. A Gaussian GW packet having
larger λx and λz0, but smaller packet width than assumed by Dosser and Sutherland [2011], was found by FL11
to exhibit (1) amplitude growth by ~2000 times from 0 to ~130 km, (2) strong SA leading to large GW phase
distortions, (3) stalling of the vertical propagation of the GW, and (4) evidence of SA instability accompanying
large mean ﬂow accelerations. Applications of these dynamics to the parameterization of mountain wave
momentum deposition were examined.
Simulations of a GW approach to steady forcing by LF12 revealed very different GW and instability evolu-
tions for cases including induced mean ﬂows and with induced mean ﬂows suppressed. The former is a
reasonable approximation for a GW that is highly extended horizontally; the latter is likely more represen-
tative of observations of GWs already altered by the induced mean motions or for highly localized forcing.
A simulation in which induced mean ﬂows were suppressed exhibited GW breaking and 3-D instabilities
extending to high altitudes at large vertical GW scales. These dynamics resulted in signiﬁcant GW ampli-
tude reductions, with instabilities occurring at lower altitudes and smaller spatial scales with time, but
allowed the remaining GW to continue to propagate to higher altitudes. A second simulation allowing
induced mean ﬂows enabled strong mean ﬂow accelerations at higher altitudes during GW amplitude
growth that constrained GW breaking and instability to much lower altitudes and smaller vertical scales
initially and increasingly with time.
This study builds on the initial 2-D simulation of propagation and SA of a localized GW packet in a deep
atmosphere described by FL11. The anelastic equations and ﬁnite-volume (FV) model setup for the various
simulations performed are described in section 2. Effects of transient mean ﬂow accelerations and varying
GW amplitudes, wavelengths, packet depths, initial intrinsic frequencies, and Reynolds numbers on GW
SA dynamics are described in section 3. Section 4 provides a summary and discussion of these results and
our conclusions.
2. FV Model and Simulations
2.1. Anelastic Equations
As in LF12, we solve the anelastic equations originally suggested by Lipps and Hemler [1982] and clariﬁed by
Lipps [1990] and Bannon [1996]. This formulation involves retaining density ﬂuctuations only in the buoyancy
term (e.g., the Boussinesq approximation). The thermodynamic deﬁnition of the potential temperature ﬂuctua-
tion is also modiﬁed to achieve an equation set that conserves mass, momentum, total energy, and potential
vorticity, apart from dissipative effects. This system also yields a GW dispersion relation in a nonrotating,
isothermal atmosphere that agrees with the low-frequency branch of the compressible acoustic GW dispersion
relation [Bannon, 1996]. These equations can be written as [LF12]
∂ρuj
∂xj
¼ 0 (1)
∂ρui
∂t
þ ∂ρuiuj
∂xj
¼  ∂p′
∂xi
þ ρθ ′ g
θ
 p′
H
 
δi3 þ ∂∂xj μ
∂ui
∂xj
þ ∂uj
∂xi
  
(2)
∂ρθ
∂t
þ ∂ρθuj
∂xj
¼ θ
cpT
μ
∂ui
∂xj
þ ∂uj
∂xi
 
∂ui
∂xj
 ∂
∂xj
κ
∂T
∂xj
  
(3)
Here overbars denote mean ﬁelds, primes denote deviations from these ﬁelds (e.g., p′ ¼ p p ), and the
solution variables are the velocity, ui or (u, v, w), the pressure ﬂuctuation, p′, and the potential temperature
ﬂuctuation, θ′. The three coordinate directions are i=1, 2, 3 or (x, y, z), and gravity, g, is aligned in the z direc-
tion. Molecular viscosity and thermal diffusivity are denoted by μ and κ, respectively, and these depend on
the temperature through Sutherland’s law [White, 1974]. The speciﬁc heat at constant pressure and the
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Kroneker delta are denoted cp and δij. Note that hydrostatic balance has been removed from the momentum
equation and that the anelastic deﬁnition of the θ′ ﬂuctuation
θ ′
θ
¼  ρ′
ρ
þ p′
ρgH
(4)
has been used to replace ρ′ with θ′ and p′, and the density scale height is deﬁned as
H ¼  1
ρ
dρ
dz
 1
(5)
Finally, the temperature is determined through a linearized form of the ideal gas law,
T ′
T
¼ p′
p
 ρ′
ρ
¼ θ ′
θ
þ p′
p
1 p
ρgH
 
(6)
Initial GW perturbations are assumed to have the form ϕ′=ϕ0′ exp[i(kx+m0zω0t)], where k= 2π/λx and
m0 = 2π/λz0 are the horizontal and initial vertical wave numbers, λx and λz0 are the horizontal and initial
vertical wavelengths, and ω0 = kc0 and c0 are the initial frequency and phase speed in the domain frame of
reference. Assuming that GWs propagate in the (x,z) plane, the above equations yield a dispersion relation
for evolving linear, inviscid GWs in a nonrotating, isothermal atmosphere that agrees with the GW branch
of the compressible acoustic GW dispersion relation, expressing the intrinsic frequency, ωi= k(cU(z)), as
ω2i ¼
k2N2
k2 þm2 þ 1=4H2 (7)
Nonzero kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity will alter the dispersion and polarization relations
increasingly with altitude, but these have small inﬂuences for large GW scales and at lower altitudes.
Large GW λz do inﬂuence the GW velocity ﬁeld relative to motions for which λz≪ 4πH, however. These
effects result in a velocity ratio given by
u′
w′
¼ m
k
1þ ε2 1=2 sin ϕ þ ϕ1ð Þ
sin ϕð Þ (8)
where ε=1/2mH= λz/4πH, ϕ = kx+m0zω0t, and ϕ1 = tan1 ε (LF12). These relations imply both (1) shallower
parcel orbits and a small phase difference between u′ and w′ that are responsible for the Stokes drift due to
GWs in a compressible atmosphere and (2) the asymmetry in the spanwise vorticity magnitudes, |ζ y|, to be
discussed below.
2.2. Anelastic FV Model
A second-order, ﬁnite-volume scheme identical to the method discussed by Felten and Lund [2006] is used to
discretize the anelastic equations, yielding an anelastic FV model that results in exact numerical conservation
of mass, momentum, and kinetic and thermal energy (apart from explicit dissipation) and thus faithfully
represents the underlying conservation laws. A consequence of energy conservation is that the scheme
has no numerical dissipation.
FV simulations discussed below are performed in a Cartesian computational domain that is periodic in the
horizontal with initial 2-D GWs assumed to propagate in the streamwise-vertical (x,z) plane. The streamwise
extent of the domain is taken to be two horizontal wavelengths of the primary GW. Three-dimensional
simulations addressing instability dynamics accompanying 2-D GWs include a spanwise dimension (y) that
is also assumed to be periodic. In these cases, the spanwise domain extent is taken to be sufﬁciently large
(20 km in each case) to not constrain the instability scales that arise. As discussed more extensively by
LF12, we note that the assumption of horizontal periodicity in the streamwise direction offers clear numerical
advantages in terms of accuracy and computational efﬁciency. However, it also artiﬁcially constrains the
spectrum of motions that can arise from nonlinear interactions and instability dynamics. Assuming, as we
do here, that the initial GW has large horizontal extent, periodicity is not a strong constraint. But it does
impose a discrete rather than a continuous spectrum of larger-scale motions that can result [see, e.g., Franke
and Robinson, 1999; Fritts et al., 2009a, 2013]. In particular, it prevents exploration of the horizontal contributions
to the Eliassen-Palm ﬂuxes and divergence that accompany a GWpacket that is localized in 2-D or 3-Dwithout
a very large computational domain. These dynamics will be addressed in follow-onpapers speciﬁcally addressing
GW packets that are localized in 2-D and 3-D in large domains.
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The computational domains extend over 160, 200, or 220 km, depending on the altitudes of expected SA
responses. Over these depths, the GW amplitudes andmomentum ﬂuxes (per unit density) increase by orders
of magnitude, with the corresponding Reynolds number, Re = cλz/ν= λz
2/νTb (where c, λz, ν=μ/ρ, and Tb are
the GW phase speed, vertical wavelength, kinematic viscosity, and buoyancy period), decreasing exponentially
with altitude. GW amplitudes, wavelengths, intrinsic frequencies, and initial altitudes are varied to explore the
inﬂuences on SA dynamics. Speciﬁc GW and direct numerical simulation (DNS) parameters are provided in
Table 1 for all DNS discussed below.
A radiation condition is imposed at the upper boundary that is an anelastic extension of the Klemp and
Durran [1983] method, modiﬁed such that the required polarization relations are assessed from the com-
puted solution near the upper boundary rather than being speciﬁed a priori. This modiﬁcation allows the
radiation condition to indirectly account for viscous and nonlinear effects near the upper boundary, which
can lead to polarization relations that differ signiﬁcantly from the predictions of linear inviscid theory.
GWs are introduced via harmonic perturbations in u′, w′, θ′, ρ′, and p′ in a Gaussian density-weighted ampli-
tude envelope speciﬁed using the GW polarization relations. The GW packet is deﬁned by spatial variability of
the imposed perturbation ﬁelds having the form
ρ1=2u′ zð Þ ¼ exp  z  z0ð Þ
2
2σ20
" #
exp i k0x þm0z  ω0tð Þ½  (9)
such that the GW momentum ﬂux is given by
ρ < u′w′ >¼ ρ < u′w′ >j jmax exp 
z  z0ð Þ2
σ20
" #
(10)
Here z0 and σ0 are the altitude of maximum initial momentum ﬂux and the standard deviation of the GW
amplitude distribution prior to refraction that determines the packet depth, angle brackets denote phase
averaging over the GW, and the standard deviation of momentum ﬂux is σMF = σ0/2
1/2. The spatial localiza-
tion in equation (9) yields a GW packet with multiple cycles for σ0 ~ λz or larger, implying a relatively narrow
range of vertical wave numbers and relatively weak packet dispersion accompanying vertical propagation.
Nevertheless, dispersion does play a role in the occurrence of instability, particularly for GW packets that
evolve over large depths or have small relative widths.
For the ease of comparison of the different cases with key dynamics occurring at different altitudes, we
choose a uniform temperature proﬁle, T(z) = 240 K, and a uniform initial mean wind opposite to the GW pro-
pagation, U(z) = ci, allowing the GW phase to be nearly stationary (c~0) in the absence of SA. For westward
GW propagation, the mean wind is eastward initially but is either decelerated or accelerated accompanying
GW momentum ﬂux divergence due to transience, with these effects becoming permanent accompanying
dissipation. The choice of T(z) yields a scale height H= 7 km, a buoyancy frequency N=0.02 s1, and
Tb= 2π/N= 314 s. We also assume a true kinematic viscosity ν~1.5 × 10
5m2 s1 at the Earth’s surface, imply-
ing ν~1.3 and ~400m2 s1 at altitudes of 80 and 120 km and Re decreasing by ~300 between these altitudes.
Table 1. GW Parameters for Each Case Discussed
Case λx (km) λz0 (km) TGW (s) ωi0 (N) ci0 (m s
1) u0′ (m/s) z0 (km) zbreak (km) σ0 (km) 2-D 3-D dU/dt ≠ 0 Z (km) Δx, Δz (m)
1 20 20 450 1/1.43 44.4 0.089 20 107 20 X N 160 104,104
2 20 20 450 1/1.43 44.4 0.089 20 107 20 X Y 160 104,104
3 20 20 450 1/1.43 44.4 2.66 60 99 20 X Y 160 26,26
4 20 20 450 1/1.43 44.4 2.66 10 49 20 X Y 160 26,26
5 10 10 446 1/1.42 22.4 0.25 20 83 20 X Y 200 208,260
6 20 20 450 1/1.43 44.4 0.49 20 83 20 X Y 200 208,260
7 40 40 468 1/1.49 85.7 0.94 20 83 20 X Y 200 417,260
8 10 10 446 1/1.42 22.4 0.25 20 83 10 X Y 200 208,260
9 20 20 450 1/1.43 44.4 16.7 50 64 10 X Y 160 208,208
10 20 11.6 628 1/2 31.8 16.6 50 59 10 X Y 160 208,208
11 20 7.1 942 1/3 21.2 16.5 50 53 10 X Y 160 208,208
12 20 5.17 1256 1/4 15.9 16.4 50 50 10 X Y 160 52,52
13 10 10 446 1/1.42 22.4 0.025 60 123 10 X Y 220 52,69
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2.3. FV Model Simulations
GWs in most cases are assumed to have a horizontal wavelength of λx=20 km, given our expectation that GWs
with shorter horizontal wavelengths and higher phase speeds (and vertical wavelengths) are more likely to
exhibit SA effects. The initial GW and packet parameters, domain depths and resolutions, whether the DNS is
2-D or 3-D (denoted by an “X”), whether themean ﬂow is allowed to evolve (dU/dt “Y” or “N”), and the grid reso-
lutions, Δx and Δy, are listed for each case to be discussed in Table 1. In all cases, we display results for a doubly
periodic domain having a streamwise dimension X=2λx so as to display the phase structures and their varia-
tions with altitude more clearly.
3. Simulation Results
Our primary purpose in this section is to examine the dependence of 2-D and 3-D GW self-acceleration (SA)
dynamics on GW amplitude, intrinsic frequency, horizontal wavelength, Re, and packet depth for values of
these quantities that we consider to be representative of high-frequency GWs in the MLT. In all cases, we
assume initial GW propagation upward and to the west (with positive x to the west), such that u′/w′> 0 prior
to phase distortions due to GW SA. We begin by illustrating the main differences in the dynamics between a
GW that undergoes SA and one for which the mean ﬂow is constrained to not change in space or time, as is
assumed in linear theory and all GW parameterization schemes known to us except that recently proposed by
Scinocca and Sutherland [2010]. GW parameters for the each of the DNS addressing these dynamics are listed for
reference in Table 1.
3.1. GW and Mean Flow Evolutions, Instabilities, and Dissipation
Two DNS are performed to illustrate the differences between GW packet evolutions without and with SA inﬂu-
ences onGWphase structure. GWparameters for these DNS are listed as Cases 1 and 2 in Table 1. These DNS are
illustrated with streamwise-vertical and spanwise-vertical (hereafter streamwise and spanwise) cross sections
of spanwise vorticity magnitude, |ζ y′| (e.g., ζ y′= ∂u′/∂z - ∂w′/∂x), at 6 times spanning 3.7 and 5.2 Tb (~2.6 and
3.8 TGW), respectively, in Figures 1 and 2. We use |ζ y′| here because it provides a clearer distinction between
these dynamics than the velocity or θ′ ﬁelds. Figure 3 shows cross sections of u′,w′, |ζ y′|, and θ′ (top to bottom)
at 3 times (the ﬁnal time) for the streamwise (spanwise, zoomed view) cross sections for Case 2 to illustrate
the different SA signatures in these ﬁelds. Vertical proﬁles of the induced mean ﬂow for Case 2 and momen-
tum ﬂuxes, ρ0<u′w′>, for both cases spanning these times are shown in Figure 4. Examination of Figures 1–4
reveals strong differences between the two cases in (1) the primary GW phase structure and vertical propa-
gation, (2) the occurrence and form of instabilities that arise, and (3) the rate of GW dissipation and momen-
tum ﬂux decay.
Figure 1. Time series of (top row) streamwise and (bottom row) spanwise cross sections of |ζ y′| for Case 1. Times shown at
the bottom right in Figure 1 (top row) are in Tb. Blue and red show minimum and maximum |ζ y′|, and the streamwise and
spanwise domain extents are 40 and 20 km, respectively (see axis labels at the bottom of Figure 1, ﬁrst column).
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3.1.1. GW Phase Structures and Evolutions
Considering ﬁrst the GW phase structures and their vertical evolutions, we see that Case 1 (suppressing induced
mean ﬂows) experiences intensiﬁcation of positive ζ y′ relative to negative ζ y′ due to shallower parcel trajectories
accompanying compressibility at larger GW amplitudes, as discussed above (see equation (8) and LF12). Case 1
exhibits very little variation in the phase structure following attainment of large amplitude and strong positive ζ y′.
In contrast, Case 2 (allowing induced mean ﬂows) exhibits strong phase distortion before attainment of large
amplitudes and enhanced positive ζ y′ in Case 1. Phase distortions arise due to the GWoccupying the ﬂuid being
accelerated or decelerated according to
dU
dt
¼  1
ρ
d
dz
ρ < u′w′ >ð Þ (11)
This yields a corresponding wind proﬁle given by
U z; tð Þ ¼ U þ ΔU ¼ c  ∫
t
0
1
ρ
d
dz
ρ < u′w′ >ð Þdt (12)
Due to the depth of the GW packet, accelerations above the ρ0<u′w′>maximum are much larger than decel-
erations below. Assuming that ρ0<u′w′> preserves the form given by equation (10) prior to strong phase
distortions, initial mean ﬂow accelerations are given approximately by
dU
dt
∼ z  z0ð Þez=H exp  z  z0ð Þ
2
σ20
" #
(13)
The result is a quadratic equation for the altitudes of maximum positive and negative accelerations, with
solutions given by
z  z0ð Þ ¼ σ
2
0
4H
±
σ20
4H
 
1þ 8H
2
σ20
 1=2
(14)
ForH=7kmand σ0 = 20 km (Cases 1 to 7), this yields aUminimum~28.6 km above the ρ0<u′w′>maximumand
a maximum acceleration (deceleration) opposing U at ~34 km above (~5.8 km below) the ρ0<u′w′> maximum
(see discussion of Figure 5 below). For H=7 km and σ0 = 10 km (Cases 8 to 12), the minimum U occurs at
~7.14 km above, and the maximum acceleration (deceleration) occurs at ~11.5 km above (~4.4 km below),
the ρ0<u′w′> maximum.
The accelerations thus steepen the GW phases at the highest altitudes and reduce their slopes below,
yielding a kinking of the phase near 135 km with vertical phase above at ~11.5 Tb, somewhat above the
maximumofU(z,t), where ΔU> c (see Figures 2–4). Strong accelerations thereafter cause a reversal of the phase
slopes at higher altitudes and a stalling of the vertical progression of the GWpacket. These phase distortions are
Figure 2. As in Figure 1 for Case 2. Note the accelerated and very different instability character relative to Case 1.
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followed quickly by strong 2-D nonlinear dynamics within the GW ﬁeld beginning at ~12 Tb. Importantly, these
SA dynamics occur on a more rapid timescale, and at a signiﬁcantly higher altitude (~10 km), than the initial
nonlinear dynamics (e.g., initial roll-up of the ζ y′ sheets) in the absence of SA effects that begin at ~13.4 Tb in
Case 1. They also occur at the leading edge of the GW packet, far above (by >30km) the peak in ρ0<u′w′>
at these times. As a result, SA dynamics do not initially have a strong impact on GW ρ0<u′w′>, apart from
decelerating the upward propagation of the central GW packet due to the induced shallower phase slopes
(and reduced cgz) at lower altitudes.
The evolutions of ρ0<u′w′> for Cases 1 and 2 and of ΔU(z) for Case 2 at the times shown in Figure 2 are
displayed in Figure 4 (bottom and top rows). The momentum ﬂux for Case 1 (dashed lines) extends to higher
altitudes at earlier times due to its lack of SA dynamics. Case 1 also exhibits delayed instability, but at lower
Figure 3. Streamwise cross sections of (ﬁrst to third columns, top to bottom) u′, w′, |ζ y′|, and θ′ at three times throughout
the 2-D and 3-D SA instabilities in Case 2. (fourth column) Spanwise cross sections at the last time for the central portion
of the vertical domain (see axis labels at the bottom left). Color scales in each vary from minimum (blue) to maximum (red)
and are uniform in time for each ﬁeld.
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altitudes, leading to momentum ﬂux decaying at and above the altitudes of initial instability following
instability onset (~13.4 Tb). This leads to momentum ﬂuxes extending to ~135 km prior to instability but con-
ﬁned to decreasing altitudes as instabilities reduce the GW amplitude thereafter. In contrast, the momentum
ﬂux for Case 2 stalls earlier and lower, due to SA effects, but decays more slowly. This results in continuing
decelerations at lower altitudes and accelerations at higher altitudes (along the GW propagation direction)
that restore the initial U(z) below ~98 km and cause the maximum ΔU to continue to increase in altitude
and amplitude. By 15.2 Tb, the peak ΔU(z) has reached ~130 km, near the altitude of initial kinking of the
GW phase structure and secondary 2-D instabilities. The evolution of ΔU(z) with time (Figure 4, top row) exhi-
bits an initial proﬁle that is approximately Gaussian prior to mean wind changes comparable to or exceeding
the initial GW intrinsic phase speed (ci=44m s1). However, induced winds become dramatic as the GW
phase structure is advected through vertical at higher altitudes. In fact, ΔU increases another 100m s1 in
the next ~2 Tb and approaches a value nearly 4 times larger (~160m s
1) by ~15.2 Tb. Also seen are modula-
tions of ΔU(z) and ρ0<u′w′>(z) in altitude that become ﬁner in time and accompany phase variations due to
the progression of 2-D dynamics at these altitudes. These features are more similar to the amplitude modula-
tions occurring at late stages of the evolution of a
GW packet that is modulationally stable than to
trailing modulational instabilities described by
Dosser and Sutherland [2011], as will be seen
below to accompany all SA events, and which will
be discussed further in section 4.
Proﬁles of u′(z), ρ0<u′w′>(z), ΔU(z), and dU(z)/dt
for the GW parameters in Case 2 are illustrated
prior to the attainment of large GW amplitude
in Figure 5. The packet was initially centered at
20 km, has exhibited very little dispersion pro-
pagating upward ~55 km, and has resulted in a
maximum ΔU(z) ~1m s1 at the time shown in
Figure 5. This ΔU(z) is much less than the initial
phase speed of 44.4m s1, so the response
remains nearly linear at this stage and the func-
tional forms given by equations (9)–(13) are still
fairly accurate. These indicate that u′(z), ΔU(z),
and dU(z)/dt all achieve their maximum responses
Figure 5. Proﬁles of u′(z) (bold dashed), ρ0<u′w′>(z) (bold solid),
DU(z) (solid), and dU(z)/dt (dashed) for the GW in Case 2 at ~4 Tb.
All proﬁles are normalized to a maximum amplitude of 1.0.
Figure 4. (top row) ΔU(z) and (bottom row) GW ρ0<u′w′>(z) proﬁles for Case 1 (dashed lines) and Case 2 (solid lines).
Times at the top are in Tb, and the peak ΔU values at each time are shown at the bottom in Figure 4 (top row) in
m s1. The ρ0<u′w′>(z) scale is shown at the bottom right in Figure 4 (bottom row) and successive proﬁles at smaller
times are displaced by 0.005 m2 s2 to the left in each panel set. Also shown in each panel at the top is the initial GW
intrinsic phase speed for reference.
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well above the peak in ρ0<u′w′>(z). In particular, u′(z) and ΔU(z) both exhibit maxima ~30 km above, and dU
(z)/dt maximizes ~36 km above, that for ρ0<u′w′>(z), in good agreement with predictions. From equation
(13), we see that dU(z)/dt=0 at z= z0 where d(ρ0<u′w′>)/dz changes sign. Because of the e
z/H weighting of
exp[(z z0)2/σ02], however, accelerations along the GW propagation direction above z= z0 are many times
larger than decelerations below. The result is a peak in ΔU(z) that corresponds closely, but not exactly, to that
in u′(z), due to varying w′/u′ accompanying GW propagation and phase distortions in an induced mean shear.
The depth of the u′ proﬁle is also broader than ΔU(z) becauseΔU(z) varies quadratically with GW velocities, both
of which are roughly Gaussian prior to strong phase kinking.
3.1.2. GW Instabilities
Turning to the instabilities accompanying Cases 1 and 2, we see that the positive ζ y′ intensiﬁcation noted above
in Case 1 (Figure 1, suppressing induced mean ﬂows) enables roll-up of the positive ζ y′ sheets that commences
at ~13.4 Tb and exhibits immediate 3-D character (with spanwise variations and implied ζ x′ and ζ z′≠ 0) and
rapid intensiﬁcation thereafter. The successive evolution closely follows that described by LF12 and leads to
large-scale 3-D turbulence at later stages (not shown here).
Instabilities in Case 2 depart signiﬁcantly from those in Case 1. Case 2 exhibits positive ζ y′ enhancements at
early stages, but these fail to become as intense as in Case 1. Nonlinear dynamics accompanying the sharp
phase kink and phase reversal seen at ~130 km and ~11 Tb and after (Figure 2) yield a cascade to smaller scales
in the |ζ y′| ﬁeld that remain entirely 2-D (no spanwise variations, e.g., ζ x′= ζ z′=0) above ~130 km throughout
the time series displayed. However, 3-D instabilities (with ζ x′ and ζ z′≠ 0) are seen to arise following the initial
2-D instabilities in the strongly sheared GW phase structure at ~110 to 130 km.
Three-dimensional instabilities at lower altitudes arise due to strong GW shears in regions that are also convec-
tively unstable. These correspond closely to similar instabilities seen in convectively unstable sheared boundary
layers, the outer braided structures in Kelvin-Helmholtz billows at high Re and small Richardson numbers,
Ri=N2/(dU/dz)2≪ 0.25, and similar environments arising due to superpositions of GWs and mean ﬂow ﬁne
structure shears [Fritts et al., 2013]. In each case, the instabilities comprise counterrotating streamwise-aligned
rolls, yielding the distorted |ζ y′| structures seen at 15.2 Tb in Figure 2 (bottom row, sixth column). These instabil-
ities have spanwise scales that depend on the local Re (= cλz/ν= λz
2/νTb) and thus increase with altitudewhere λz
and Tb are relatively uniform, as seen in Figure 2.
3.1.3. GW Dissipation and Momentum Flux Decay
GW dissipation in Case 1 accompanies the formation of 3-D instabilities and their cascade of energy to
smaller scales, as described for similar dynamics discussed previously by LF12. Dissipation is initiated
at ~120 km and expands to altitudes of ~110 to 130 km within ~0.3 Tb (see Figure 1). This energy cascade
reduces the GW amplitude and momentum ﬂux signiﬁcantly but does not destroy the GW altogether.
By ~15.2 Tb, however, it has reduced the GW amplitude by ~50 to 70% and reduced ρ0<u′w′> of the packet
by ~80 to 90% (Figure 4).
Initial GW instabilities in Case 2 occur more quickly than in Case 1, as discussed above. The rapid evolution of
the initial 2-D SA instability and its disruption of the GW vertical propagation induce more rapid momentum
ﬂux reductions than in Case 1 at higher altitudes. The induced ΔU(z) also impose a reduced ci and λz (hence
also a smaller cgz, as noted above) that delays the vertical propagation of the trailing portion of the GW packet
(see Figure 4, bottom row, from 11.1 to 12.3 Tb). The trailing GW packet momentum ﬂux remains nearly
constant at these times, however, because of the delayed 3-D instabilities at these altitudes. Once the 3-D
instabilities arise, the momentum ﬂux decays quickly thereafter.
3.2. Effects of Varying GW Amplitude, Wavelength, Packet Depth, and Frequency
3.2.1. GW Amplitude Effects
We anticipate that any GW packet having the same initial parameters and environment, except for amplitude
(or alternatively the altitude of excitation), will exhibit identical propagation and dynamics, apart from the
inﬂuences of differing Re. To explore these inﬂuences, two DNS of GWs having the same parameters as
Case 2, but initiated with a 30 times larger amplitude at altitudes differing by 50 km, were also performed
(designated Cases 3 and 4 having z0 =60 and 10 km, respectively). Results of these DNS are compared using
streamwise cross sections of |ζ y′| at the same times in Figure 6. Results are displayed at much earlier times than
in Case 2 because of the much larger initial amplitudes, hence smaller propagation depths needed to achieve
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SA dynamics. Times displayed span 0.6
Tb from initial strong kinking of the
GW phase structures to the last stages
of the 2-D evolution preceding 3-D
instabilities. The two cases yield nearly
indistinguishable |ζ y′| ﬁelds at 4.9 and
5.2 Tb. Only at 5.5 Tb are there clear
differences due to larger |ζ y′| at smaller
scales enabled by the larger Re (by
>103) at lower altitudes. Even here,
the dynamics are very similar but
apparently slightly delayed at the
higher altitudes and lower Re due to
the weaker |ζ y′| and smaller implied
advection velocities. The implication is
that SA dynamics are essentially the
same over a large range of Re.
3.2.2. GW Wavelength Effects
Inﬂuences of varying GW wavelength
on SA dynamics are illustrated with
streamwise cross sections of u′ and |ζ y′| at comparable stages in the evolutions in Figure 7 (top and bottom
rows). Three cases having GW λx= 10, 20, and 40 km are displayed (see Cases 5–7 in Table 1). Apart from the
obvious differences in GW amplitudes and spatial scales, GW parameters are as similar as possible in each case.
These include common initial wavelength ratios, packet depths, initial intrinsic frequencies, and comparable
ratios of GW amplitudes to intrinsic phase speeds: e.g., common λx0/λz0, σ0, ωi0 =N/1.43, and u0′/(cU).
Times required to achieve comparable SA dynamics vary strongly, however, due to vertical group velocities that
vary roughly as vertical wavelengths.
The SA dynamics for varying wavelengths exhibit both strong similarities and clear differences. Similarities
between the three cases include the following: (S1) strong kinking of the GW phase structures exhibiting a
phase reversal above the peak phase advection having a depth of ~λz0, (S2) refraction of the trailing GW
phase structures to λz< λz0, (S3) intensiﬁcation of the positive ζ y′ sheets and their 2-D roll-up at the lower
edge of the region of peak advection, and (S4) similar time scales for the nonlinear SA dynamics following
reversal of the phase structure at higher altitudes.
Differences between the three cases include the following: (D1) stronger positive ζ y′ enhancements for larger
initial GW scales; (D2) more intense vorticity dynamics for larger initial GW scales; (D3) SA dynamics occurring
at smaller relative, but larger spatial, scales for the larger GWs; (D4) increasing altitudes of the peak advection
Figure 6. As in Figure 2 (top row) for (top row) Case 3 and (bottom row)
Case 4. Times are at the bottom right in each panel.
Figure 7. As in Figure 3 showing streamwise cross sections of (top row) u′ and (bottom row) |ζ y′| for (left to right) Cases 5 to 7.
Times are at the top right in Figure 7 (bottom row).
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with increasing GW wavelengths for common GW source altitudes, packet depths, and u0′/(cU); and (D5)
larger λz decreases at altitudes below the region of maximum SA for larger GW scales.
Similarities between the SA dynamics accompanying the three different GW scales in Cases 5–7 are not
surprising, given the discussion of these SA dynamics for Case 2. Speciﬁcally, the phase kinking and refraction
(S1 and S2) arise from the form of equation (12) for ρ0<u′w′> given by equation (10). Likewise, S3 arises from
themore shallow parcel orbits than the corresponding GW phases in all cases due to ﬁnite ε= λz/4πH in equa-
tion (8). Similar time scales of SA dynamics (S4) occur because GW amplitudes, u′, leading to SA dynamics are
proportional to the GW intrinsic horizontal phase speed, (cU) (or λz), and the GWs in Cases 5–7 experienced
the same relative growth between their sources and SA dynamics altitudes.
Differences in the SA dynamics noted above can also be traced to speciﬁc causes in most cases. Stronger
positive ζ y′ enhancements occur for larger GW scales due to shallower parcel orbits for larger λz; see
equation (8). While initial SA dynamics are similar among Cases 5–7, more intense vorticity dynamics are
observed at comparable stages for larger λz due to larger Re (varying as λz
2) and correspondingly larger |ζ y′|
and stronger interaction dynamics. Sharper gradients accompanying larger Re also enable smaller-scale
instability structures to arise compared to the GW scales.
Momentum ﬂux and ΔU(z) proﬁles at 3 times for Cases 5–7 are shown in Figure 8 (bottom and top rows). Times
shown span 8, 5, and 3 Tb for the three cases because of the higher cgz for larger λz, and the ﬁnal proﬁles in each
case correspond to the ﬁnal times shown in Figure 7. Momentum ﬂux maxima and distribution depths both
decrease between the last two times in each case, implying that SA dynamics are having strong inﬂuences at
these times. This can also be inferred from the stages of the SA instabilities in Figure 7 or by comparing ΔU
(z) and the initial ci in each case, the ratios of which increase from ~0.4 to ~0.9 with increasing initial ci and λz.
At the ﬁnal times shown in each case, the ΔU(z) proﬁles are quite similar, but are somewhat higher and broader
for the larger initial GW scales, despite the same initial packet depths for the three cases. Possible causes for these
differences include (1) more rapid vertical dispersion for the larger GW scales having smaller ratios of σ0/λz,
(2) broader SA dynamics occurring for larger λz, and/or (3) more vigorous SA dynamics at larger λz and higher Re.
3.2.3. GW Packet Depth Effects
Effects of different GW packet depths are illustrated with Case 5 discussed above and Case 8 differing only
in having a packet depth 2 times smaller than in Case 5. Streamwise cross sections of u′ and |ζ y′| (top and bot-
tom rows) are shown at comparable stages in the SA dynamics for Cases 5 and 8 at left and right, respectively,
in Figure 9. Corresponding induced ΔU(z) and GW ρ0<u′w′>(z) proﬁles are shown at 3 times in Figure 10. SA
dynamics in these cases agree fairly closely, apart from the ~18 km lower SA responses for the shallower
Figure 8. Proﬁles of (top row) ΔU(z) and (bottom row) ρ0<u′w′>(z) for (left to right) Cases 5 to 7. Times are 7.2, 12.2, and
15.2 Tb (Case 5); 3.4, 6.4, and 8.4 Tb (Case 6); and 2.3, 4.3, and 5.3 Tb (Case 7). Lines in each case are dotted, dash-dotted,
and solid, respectively, from earlier to later times. The ﬁrst mean wind proﬁle is shown at 5, 10, and 20 times their true
amplitude for Cases 5–7, respectively. The initial GW intrinsic phase speeds are shown in each panel at the top with a
vertical dashed line.
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GW packet. Importantly, the major
result, a large difference in the altitude
of primary SA effects, is largely consis-
tent with that predicted by equation
(14), e.g., a difference in the altitudes of
major implied accelerations between
the two cases of ~18km, with the lower
altitude effects expected for the smaller
Case 8 σ0 = 10 km, as observed.
This resultmay seemcontradictory, given
the larger responses of the wider GW
packet at higher altitudes, with larger
GW perturbations and implied mean
ﬂow accelerations. What is most impor-
tant for GW SA dynamics are the
induced mean wind shears, and these
are dictated by both the GW momen-
tum ﬂux at the leading edge and the
packet depth (stronger induced shears
for a narrower packet). Note that the u′
ﬁelds in Figure 9 have the same color
scale. Indeed, the u′ amplitudes for the
narrower packet at right are almost
exactly 21/2 smaller, thus a momentum ﬂux ~2 times smaller. Together with gradients that are 2 times larger,
this accounts for the SA dynamics occurring at lower altitudes for the narrower and “weaker” GW packet.
Remarkably, despite the very different altitudes relative to the GW momentum ﬂuxes and Re, very similar
features are seen in the u′ and |ζ y′| ﬁelds above and below the region of strong phase kinking. These include
similar SA kinking behavior, with stronger kinking and roll-up of the positive spanwise vorticity phases, local
intensiﬁcation andmodulation of the negative spanwise vorticity phases, and very similar phase structures and
wavelengths above and below the region of strong SA responses. The detailed structures in the |ζ y′| ﬁelds also
reveal clear differences, however. The most prominent are larger phase shifts occurring over a shorter interval
above the maximum phase kinking for
the deeper GW packet, with more pro-
nounced and horizontally elongated
regions of enhanced ζ y′ of both signs.
These differences are surely inﬂuenced
by the differing vertical proﬁles of
the mean ﬂow accelerations implied
by equation (13). Stronger shears are
implied by the narrower Gaussian
dependence in Case 8. However, there
is no evidence of stronger shearing in
the vorticity ﬁelds near the altitude of
maximum kinking in Case 8 relative to
Case 5 in Figure 9, especially given the
longer interval displayed for Case 8.
Different Re are also unable to account
for these differences, given that Re is
>10 times smaller for the SA event at
higher altitudes in Case 5 compared to
Case 8, but Case 5 exhibits sharper fea-
tures. Thus, there must be other factors
Figure 10. As in Figure 8 but for (left column) Case 5 and (right column)
Case 8. Times are 7.4, 12.4, and 15.4 Tb (Case 5) and 10.1, 15.1, and 18.1Tb
(Case 8). Line codes are as in Figure 8. The earlier mean wind proﬁles in each
case are shown at 5 times their true amplitude.
Figure 9. As in Figure 7 for the comparison of (left column) Case 5 and
(right column) Case 8. Times are at the top right in Figure 9 (top row).
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that also inﬂuence these dynamics and
proﬁles at the altitudes exhibiting the
largest SA effects.
Proﬁles of ΔU(z) and GW ρ0<u′w′>(z)
spanning 8 Tb for Cases 5 and 8 are
shown in Figure 10. The two ΔU(z)
responses are very similar in form, each
having a strong primary maximum, a
secondary peak of approximately one
half the primary maximum ~5–7 km
below, and a tertiary peak of approxi-
mately one tenth the primary maximum
~12–15 km above. The ρ0<u′w′>(z) pro-
ﬁles exhibit a similar initial evolution in
altitude, with each peak moving upward
~15km over 5 Tb but with differences in
the rate of evolution and leading edge
form at higher altitudes thereafter. This
is likely due, in part, to the stronger gra-
dients and more rapid SA evolution
within the ﬁnal 0.4 Tb accompanying
the SA dynamics for Case 8 (see the
stronger phase distortions for Case 8 in
Figure 9, right column). However, each momentum ﬂux evolution exhibits similar leading edge ﬂuctuations
at later stages, so Case 8 is also slightly further advanced at the times shown. Additional DNS not shown reveal
that these features are relatively insensitive to GW amplitude.
3.2.4. GW Frequency Effects
Inﬂuences of varying initial GW intrinsic frequency, ωi0, on SA dynamics are shown with streamwise cross
sections of u′ at initiation and at comparable stages in the nonlinear SA dynamics at later times in
Figure 11 (bottom and top rows, respectively). Shown are results forωi0 =N/1.43, N/2, N/3, and N/4, with other
parameters as listed for Cases 9 to 12 in Table 1. Note that u′ is nearly the same in each case, causing the initial
ρ0<u′w′> to vary approximately as ωi0/N; see equation (8). Proﬁles of ΔU(z) and ρ0<u′w′>(z) at initiation and
at an intermediate and late time for each case are displayed in Figure 12.
As seen for Cases 5–7 above, we see both strong similarities and interesting differences among the SA dynamics
in Cases 9 to 12. Similarities include the following: (S1) nearly indistinguishable responses in GW and 2-D
instability phase structures near the maxima of SA dynamics and above; (S2) nearly identical λz immediately
below the regions of strong SA dynamics in each case, despite their very different λz0; (S3) comparable maxi-
mum ΔU(z) at the altitudes of SA dynamics (within ~30%), despite the very different initial intrinsic phase
speeds, ci0, (and λz0) in the four cases; and (S4) momentum ﬂuxes at late stages in each cases that exhibit greater
structure above the maximum than seen for the deeper GW packets considered above.
Differences among the SA dynamics for Cases 9 to 12 displayed in Figures 11 and 12 include the following:
(D1) delayed SA responses at higher altitudes for the smaller initial GW intrinsic frequencies due to their smaller
vertical group velocities; (D2) very different degrees of λz compression at ~10–20 km below the region of SA
dynamics, with λz~ λz0 for ωi=N/4 and compression by ~2 times for ωi0 =N/1.43; (D3) different altitudes
at which SA dynamics occur, e.g., higher for lower ωi0, because of the reduction in ρ0<u′w′> and higher attain-
ment of SA effects for ﬁxed u′ and σ0; (D4) quite differentΔU(z) proﬁles for the differentωi0, e.g., much narrower
responses similar to earlier cases with larger σ0 for larger ωi0, but much broader distributions in altitude having
greater structure below the maximum for smaller ωi0; and (D5) weaker, more extended ρ0<u′w′>(z), but with
higher variability, for smaller ωi0 above the maxima at the later times exhibiting signiﬁcant SA dynamics.
Similarities in SA dynamics seen in Figure 11 (where λz0 and ωi0 vary by factors of ~3) can be traced to
vertical variations of ΔU(z) implied by equation (13). These suggest similar vertical scales of SA dynamics
Figure 11. As in Figure 3 showing streamwise cross sections of u′ for (left
to right) Cases 9 to 12 at (bottom row) the initial time and (top row) 2.8,
3.8, 5.5, and 7.0 Tb for which the four cases exhibit very similar SA phase
structures and dynamics.
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for common σ0, as observed in the discussion of wavelength effects, independent of other GW parameters.
The different altitudes of SA instability are consistent with the different initial ρ0<u′w′>, suggesting that to
lowest order, it is only the initial ρ0<u′w′> that determines the altitude of primary SA dynamics for com-
mon σ0. The more signiﬁcant differences in the cases illustrated in Figure 12 arise due to the GWs in
Cases 11 and 12 requiring greater depths over which to yield strong SA dynamics (due to their smaller
ρ0<u′w′>) and having smaller vertical group velocities, compared to Cases 9 and 10. Together, these inﬂu-
ences appear to impose smaller gradients in ρ0<u′w′> as ωi0 increases that more closely resemble those for
Case 2 shown in Figure 4. Together with the results of other cases discussed above, these results suggest
considerable universality in the SA dynamics accompanying transient GW packets that are localized only
in altitude and time.
3.3. Multiple GW SA Events
The cases discussed above, and equations (11)–(14), indicate that SA dynamics are largely driven by the
ρ0<u′w′> gradients at the leading edges of GW packets based on the ρ0<u′w′> proﬁle. In each case, a small
portion of the GW packet that occurs above the altitudes of primary SA effects continues to propagate to
higher altitudes. This can be seen clearly in Figure 5, which shows that the peak GW u′ is only slightly below
Figure 12. As in Figure 8 for Cases 9 to 12. Times are 0, 0.8, and 2.8 Tb (Case 9); 0, 1.8, and 3.8 Tb (Case 10); 0, 2.5, and 5.5 Tb
(Case 11); and 0, 4, and 7 Tb (Case 12). Line codes are as in Figures 8 and 10.
Figure 13. As in Figure 11 for Case 13 from 25.2 to 35.5 Tb. Note the occurrence of three altitudes exhibiting SA dynamics at
~3 Tb intervals and displaced upward by ~20 km in each case. SA dynamics become less vigorous with increasing altitude
because Re decreases by ~17.4 in each successive event.
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the maximum ΔU(z) and that u′ has fallen by <50% where ρ0<u′w′> appears to approach zero. This sug-
gests the potential for SA dynamics to again accompany the surviving GW packet as it increases in ampli-
tude at higher altitudes. Figure 13 shows this to be the case. Indeed, successive SA events follow the ﬁrst,
each at an altitude ~20 km higher that the previous event. This implies that each event evolves from an
initial ρ0<u′w′> that is ~17.4 times smaller than what triggered the previous event. For the ﬁrst event, this
is ~8 times smaller that the peak initial ρ0<u′w′>.
Successive events also appear to be similar in form initially but differ strongly in their primary and secondary
instabilities because of the ~17.4 times reduction in Re accompanying each successive event. Indeed, only
the ﬁrst event exhibits strong primary 2-D and secondary 3-D instabilities. The second event exhibits clear
primary 2-D instability, while the third event shows strong phase kinking and indications of 2-D instability
that occurs, but more weakly, at later times than shown in Figure 13. The ﬁrst event has Re= λz
2/νTb~ 1
because of the very large ν~3× 105 at ~166 km (for our assumed isothermal temperature proﬁle). The
successively higher events have Re ~0.06 and 0.003, respectively. These results suggest that SA dynamics
should be ubiquitous throughout the atmosphere wherever deep vertical propagation and sufﬁciently large
Re allow GWs to achieve large amplitudes and induced local mean ﬂows.
4. Summary, Discussion, and Conclusions
Our results have demonstrated the effects of GW self-acceleration (SA) for a range of GW amplitudes, wave-
lengths, intrinsic frequencies, and packet depths in initially uniform mean wind and temperature ﬁelds.
These considerably generalize earlier results for a Boussinesq ﬂuid by Sutherland [1999, 2006a] and for
an anelastic atmosphere by Dosser and Sutherland [2011] and Fritts and Lund [2011]. Results described here
employ GW packets that are localized only in the vertical and time and have initial Gaussian distributions of
momentum ﬂux in altitude of inﬁnitesimal magnitude. As a GW packet propagates to higher altitudes, it
transports a momentum deﬁcit, and an implied mean wind change, ΔU(z), that increases as 1/ρ and largely
accompanies its leading edge, because of the exponentially smaller mean density at higher altitudes; see
equations (11)–(13). As examples, the maximum mean ﬂow decelerations occur higher than the maximum
momentum ﬂuxes by ~11.5 and 34 km for GW Gaussian momentum ﬂux standard deviations of σ0 = 10 and
20 km for H = 7 km. Similarly, the maximum ΔU(z) occurs higher than the maximum momentum ﬂuxes by
~7.14 and 28.6 km, respectively.
The leading edge mean ﬂow decelerations have two effects on a GW packet as they increase in magnitude.
First, at altitudes experiencing strong decelerations, the leading edge of the GW packet is “self-accelerated” in
the direction of GW propagation (opposite to the decreasing mean wind) because it resides in the ﬂow being
decelerated. Because GW SA is localized in altitude, this causes strong kinking of the leading edge phase
structure and cessation of vertical propagation where the phase becomes uniform in altitude and cgz=0.
These effects occur roughly as the inducedmean ﬂow exceeds the initial GW phase speed. A second response
to the mean ﬂow decelerations is decreasing ci and refraction to smaller λz of the trailing GW packet where it
encounters decreasing mean winds, yielding decreasing intrinsic phase speeds. Mean ﬂow decelerations
continue, however, because no GW dissipation and momentum ﬂux reductions have yet occurred and
momentum ﬂux gradients remain large.
GW dissipation thereafter is driven by both 2-D and 3-D instability dynamics as the various SA dynamics
become strong. The ﬁrst instability to occur in all cases is a 2-D SA instability. This occurs at the leading
edge of a GW packet beginning with the initial phase distortions and evolving to include phase kinking,
overturning, and a cascade to smaller horizontal and vertical scales that remain 2-D for an extended
interval. This is followed by 3-D instability of the trailing GW phases at lower altitudes that have evolved
to smaller λz and large (locally overturning) amplitudes. Three-dimensional instabilities comprise streamwise-
aligned (along the GW propagation direction), counterrotating vortices (with largely spanwise wave
numbers) similar to the secondary instabilities in the outer portions of Kelvin-Helmholtz billows and in
initial multiscale GW and mean shear superpositions [e.g., Fritts et al., 2013]. The accompanying GW
dissipation conﬁnes the momentum ﬂux divergence and mean ﬂow accelerations to lower altitudes
than occur in the absence of SA effects, as noted by Scinocca and Sutherland [2010] and Dosser and
Sutherland [2011] and seen in Figure 4.
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Our various cases have revealed SA dynamics to be surprisingly robust and similar for different GW spatial
and temporal scales, packet depths, and Re. Larger GW scales lead to more rapid SA dynamics because of
larger cgz and to more rapid 2-D instability evolutions due to the much enhanced positive ζ y (see Figure 7).
The vertical scales of SA dynamics are also remarkably similar for GWs having very disparate λz0 and ωi0, and
Re, but common packet depths. The major differences arise in the ρ0<u′w′> and ΔU proﬁle evolutions
that occur for different ωi0 accompanying GW propagation and dissipation, and the modulations of these pro-
ﬁles as the GW packets exhibit SA dynamics. The modulations differ signiﬁcantly because the scales of
variability correspond to the GW vertical wavelengths, which are similar near the initial SA altitude but aremuch
smaller at lower altitudes for the smaller ωi0 .
Compression of the GW ρ0<u′w′> andΔU proﬁles in the vertical occurs forωi0~N/2
1/2, except for Cases 8 and
9. Case 8 has λz0 = λx= σ0 =10 km, which imply smaller cgz and σ0 and allow greater dispersion than the other
cases having ωi0~N/2
1/2 that propagate over signiﬁcant altitudes. Case 9 exhibits only minor compression
because it has a large initial amplitude and very quickly exhibits SA instability. The compression in Cases
2–7, rather than expansion due to dispersion anticipated by the anelastic results of Dosser and Sutherland
[2011], cannot be due to modulational instability because the initial λz0/λx~ 1 for these cases are much
smaller than the modulational instability threshold of λz0/λx= 2
1/2[1 + λx
2/(4πH)2]1/2. These differences must
instead be attributed to the different initial conditions, which include deeper packets by ~2.2–4.4 times and
smaller initial GW amplitudes than employed by Dosser and Sutherland [2011], implying greater amplitude
growth and eventual nonlinearity that offsets much weaker dispersion in the results here. Additional
evidence against modulational instability in Cases 2–7 are the altitudes at which SA dynamics occur, which
are all much higher than zbreak for these cases (see Table 1).
In contrast, Cases 10–12 having ωi0=N/4 to N/2 exhibit expansion of the ρ0<u′w′> and ΔU proﬁles with
increasing time and altitude. These tendencies are consistent with the packet expansion predicted to accom-
pany modulational stability for Boussinesq and anelastic ﬂuids by [Sutherland, 2006a] and Dosser and
Sutherland [2011]. These GW packets also readily propagate to altitudes above zbreak, as anticipated by the
weakly nonlinear theory (see Table 1).
Proﬁles of ΔU and ρ0<u′w′> accompanying initial SA instabilities evolve signiﬁcant variations in the vertical
for all λz0, ωi0, and σ0 considered. For the GW packets having ωi0=N/4 and N/3 (Cases 11 and 12; see
Figure 12, third and fourth columns), the modulations resemble those found by Dosser and Sutherland
[2011] for λz0 = 0.7λx if we infer GW vertical displacements ξ ′(z) from our ρ0<u′w′>(z). These exhibit a leading
peak followed by successive smaller peaks at smaller vertical spacing on a decreasing mean with decreasing
altitude. Case 9 and Case 10 (ωi0=N/1.4 and N/2) proﬁles exhibit fewer maxima andmuch less expansion of the
packets in the vertical. In all cases, the smaller positive values of ρ0<u′w′> near the leading edges of the packets
imply partial reﬂection in these regions due to kinking of the phase structure that causes cgz reversal.
Other proﬁles of ΔU and ρ0<u′w′> for ωi0=N/1.4 at late times differ signiﬁcantly from those obtained for
ωi0=N/4 to N/2, despite predictions of modulational stability for λz0 = λx. Speciﬁcally, Cases 5–8 have ΔU pro-
ﬁles that more closely resemble those for the case of modulational instability of Dosser and Sutherland [2011],
though they also exhibit SA instability above the altitude predicted for linear overturning. These responses
arise because of the deep propagation and very large GW amplitude increases enabled by their very small
initial amplitudes. The exceptions are Case 2, which had a very small initial amplitude (5 times smaller than
Case 6) and thus exhibited linear dispersion and SA dynamics at much higher altitudes, and Case 9, which
exhibited SA dynamics almost immediately without packet compression.
Finally, to evaluate the accuracy of our anelastic solutions for the evolving GWs and induced mean ﬂows,
we compare the inducedmeanmomentum andmean winds for Case 2 with those predicted by conservation
of pseudomomentum [Rieper et al., 2013]. GW action and pseudomomentum were calculated from the
GW perturbations and phase variations with altitude at 10.5, 11, and 11.5 Tb (at which the GW phase slope
approaches vertical). Generally very good agreement was found, given the uncertainties in these estimates.
Pseudomomentum estimates of mean momentum and mean wind maxima increase from ~1% at 10.5 Tb to
~2–4% at 11.5 Tb, relative to the direct FV code ﬁelds. Pseudomomentum estimates also imply slightly faster
vertical GW dispersion at the leading edge, yielding U(z) maxima and widths that are ~1 km higher (relative to
a ~100 km propagation depth) than the direct FV code proﬁles. Small differences also occur in the vertical
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structures of the induced mean winds at 11 and 11.5 Tb. However, these differences appear to be relatively
insigniﬁcant, given the uncertainties in the initial GW andmean wind speciﬁcations. The implications are that
the FV code performs well, even in cases where density perturbations push the limits of the anelastic approx-
imation. For reference, the ρ′/ρ maxima are 0.11 and 0.19 at the maximum SA altitude (~130 km), with the
narrower, stronger positive excursion due to the asymmetry in the velocity ﬁeld noted above.
SA dynamics described here appear inevitable for most GW packets that achieve large amplitudes, at least in
the absence of large mean wind shears and/or large variations in N2, which cause additional dynamical
effects. This is because the majority of energy and momentum ﬂuxes is associated with GWs that have λz/λx
signiﬁcantly less than the threshold for modulational instability. For these GWs, mean wind shears that increase
(decrease) ci, λz, and cgz as a GW propagates upward will cause the altitude of SA dynamics to increase
(decrease) by extending (shortening) the leading edge of the GW momentum ﬂux distribution; e.g., an
increased leading edge σ signiﬁcantly increases penetration to higher altitudes prior to strong SA dynamics
(see Figure 9). Larger wind shears or N2 increases that decrease ci, λz, and/or cgz will strongly restrict SA
dynamics, especially as a critical level is approached. This is more likely for GWs having smaller initial ci, λz,
and cgz. Conversely, wind shears or N
2 decreases that increase ci, λz, and/or cgzwill allow SA dynamics to extend
to higher altitudes, at least for GWs having λz/λx that remain below the threshold for modulational instability
and avoid turning levels. However, Sutherland [1999] has noted the potential for large-amplitude GW packets
to penetrate to altitudes above a turning level under suitable conditions; hence, additional studies are needed
to evaluate these dynamics in such environments.
While our results are for GWpackets localized only in altitude and time, initial simulations of 2-D and 3-D localized
GW packets suggest similar dynamics because the horizontal scales of a GW packet typically exceed the vertical
scales on which SA dynamics occur. This implies that the local mean ﬂow variations will still be a signiﬁcant
fraction of those obtained for a GWpacket localized only in the vertical. These additional studies of SA dynamics
for 2-D and 3-D localized GW packets will be reported elsewhere.
SA dynamics also have important implications for general modeling of GW dynamics and effects in the MLT
and perhaps at lower altitudes [e.g., Scinocca and Sutherland, 2010]. The rapid vertical propagation and large-
amplitude increases occurring for deep GWs virtually guarantee strong mean ﬂow interactions, instabilities,
and local body forcing where amplitudes become large. These dynamics in turn impose major changes
(1) in GW character, spatial scales, amplitudes, and momentum ﬂuxes; (2) in the local mean ﬂow in 1-D,
2-D, or 3-D, depending on the GW packet geometry; and (3) in the generation of secondary GWs that is
due largely to transient momentum transport prior to GW dissipation for GW packets localized in 2-D or
3-D. These various dynamics cannot be described or parameterized using linear theory or models requiring
slowly varying ﬁelds and GW parameters. Weakly nonlinear theory can provide valuable guidance in the
absence of large amplitudes and instabilities [e.g., Whitham, 1974; Grimshaw, 1975, 1977; Scinocca and
Sutherland, 2010], and 2-D models can reproduce the initial nonlinear evolution of a self-accelerating GW
packet [e.g., Sutherland, 2001, 2006a; Dosser and Sutherland, 2011]. However, only fully nonlinear 3-D models
are able to address the full range of SA dynamics for more general GW packets including the consequences of
instabilities that impact momentum deposition and mean ﬂow evolution. Unfortunately, there have been no
previous observational studies that have identiﬁed SA dynamics to date of which we are aware.
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